LESSON 6

A. **New Words.** Say each sound. Say each word. (Card 10)

1. reach  three  sheep
2. tree  tray  leak
3. heel  hail  wheel
4. sleep  green  grain
5. speak  steal  teeth
6. dream  scream  spray

7. Where can I reach you?
8. The tree fell with a thud.
9. The jeep lost a wheel.
10. Let him sleep for a bit.
11. The dentist will look at your teeth.
12. You must have had a bad dream.

B. **Review Words.** Say the words. (Card 3 - Regular)

1. braid  rain  thin
2. step  stay  ship
3. raid  rid  mist
4. press  raise  spend
5. wait  wit  mitt

C. **Word Endings.** Say the words. (Card 10 - Multisyllabic)

1. screamed  2. drained  3. reached  4. sprayed  5. stayed
Part 1
There were three ways to get to the beach. I needed to get there fast. I had to tell Gail not to feed the grain to the sheep, but she was at the beach. "I have to reach Gail," I said to Bob. "Wait until Jill gets back. Then meet us at the beach." I held the mail in my teeth and ran to the jeep. The wheels spun, and I was off.

Part 2
"The best way to get there must be Sea Leaf Trail," I said. "After I speak to Gail, I can rest. I pray that she has not fed the sheep yet."

The mist was thick. The jeep had to twist at each bend. I felt my heel lift off the gas a little. Then I saw the beach. I left the jeep next to a tree and ran down the trail.

Part 3
When I reached the beach, I did not see Gail. I ran in the mist and screamed, "Gail! Are you there?" At last, there she was. "Look at this," I said. "It was in the mail. You must not feed the grain to the sheep. The grain is green! The sheep will get sick."

Gail did not speak. She ran to a bunch of sheep, picked up a pail of grain, and screamed, "Get, get, get, you sheep."

Then Gail ran back to me. Gail said, "The sheep did not eat the grain. Thank you, pal."
G. **Spelling.** Write the words and sentence that your teacher says. (Dictation Routine)

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

H. **Practice Activity 1.** Read each group of words. Change the order of the groups to make a sentence. Write each sentence on the line. (Follow PR directions)

1. will fix That shop my mom's heel

2. on the beach to the men Jay speaks

3. Jan sprayed green the wheels

4. The jeep three trees is next to

5. can reach Bill the gray tray

6. dreams in his sleep Sam

7. Clean teeth slick feel

Correct
I. **Practice Activity 2.** Draw a line under the sentence that goes with each picture.

1. Pam speaks in her sleep.
   - Pam speaks to Tom.

2. Stan cleaned his teeth.
   - Stan cleaned his hands.

3. The pot was filled with meat.
   - The pot was filled with steam.

4. Sheep eat green grass.
   - Sheep eat red beets.

5. The teen can reach the tray.
   - The teen can reach the treetop.

6. He can fix the heel.
   - He can fix the wheel.

7. Rain and hail fell on the grass.
   - Snow fell on the trees.

8. Bess played at the beach.
   - Bess had a dream.